Music

U.S. Marine Band concert
celebrates 70th anniversary of
end of WWII
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Dmitri Shostakovich and Olivier Messiaen were contemporaries who rose to creative maturity during the Second World War.
Shostakovich spent much of that time in a struggle with the Soviet regime for artistic independence, and Messiaen was a
prisoner of war. That their different experiences colored their music is no surprise, but that their viewpoints evoke such
convergent compassion is.
On Sunday at the Phillips Collection, the U.S. Marine Band offered a program in celebration of the 70th anniversary of the end
of World War II that paired Shostakovich’s Piano Trio No. 2, written in 1944, with Messiaen’s “Quartet for the End of Time,”
written in 1941 and first performed in the camp where Messiaen was imprisoned. The Messiaen, scored for violin, cello, clarinet
and piano (the instruments available to him in the camp), is an eightmovement meditation on timelessness, nature’s
unpredictability and serenity. The Shostakovich is a memorial to a dead friend and, in its rollicking dancing finale, to the Jewish
victims of the war. The Marine musicians handled both the emotional and the technical challenges of the music convincingly,
with the emotional given a slight edge.
Clarinetist Patrick Morgan gave the afternoon’s most compelling performance, a riveting reading of the Messiaen solo third
movement with entrances that seemed to emerge from nowhere, grow and change color inexorably, and then move on as if each
step were a mystical experience. The strings, a different set of performers for the two pieces, struggled some with the high
harmonics and played with a constrained, reedy tone in passages that called for a more generous warmth. But, particularly in
the wild, rhythmically ambiguous chase of the Messiaen sixth movement, their ensemble was terrific. Pianist Christopher
Schmitt, who anchored both pieces, gave sensitive, carefully colored support throughout.
Reinthaler is a freelance writer.
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‘Don’t put your hands on my 〱ㄵight attendant,’ heroic

‘Don’t put your hands on my 〱ㄵight attendant,’ heroic
pilot yells before tackling passenger

The incident was captured on cellphone video by a fellow passenger.

Meet the China ‘whisperers’ who get the big deals
done in Silicon Valley

Behind the scenes, these are the people who bridge two powerful worlds.

This Smithsonian scientist’s death was a mystery;
150 years later, his skeleton helped solve it

Hidden inside the Smithsonian collections that few people get to see, one
human skeleton has a fascinating story to tell.

